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Welcome
to the Summer
edition

I would like to take this opportunity, on behalf of all staff members and
residents, to welcome our new Almond Close residents to the Wadswick Green
community and sincerely hope you quickly settle in, join in and enjoy living at
this wonderful village.
As a thank you to residents for recommending Wadswick Green to friends
and family, Rangeford Villages has introduced a Recommend a Friend gift.
A leaflet has been delivered to your apartment and there are more available
from the sales team, so please do hand them out to your friends - and keep
on recommending!
The quarterly magazine keeps getting better and it is a credit to the editorial
team and all the contributors. I have the pleasure (I’m not being ironic!) of proof
reading every issue before it is sent to the printers and enjoy every single article.
This issue’s Wadswick Watch is of particular interest to me. As a child, I was
never happier than when I could spend a day investigating the contents of
seaside rock pools. For many years I have enjoyed watching the birds who
come to my bird feeders throughout the seasons, and keep a note of each
bird species I see in my garden (total of 29) including daily visits from families
of Greater Spotted Woodpeckers and Bull Finches.
Please remember the restaurant has new lunch and dinner opening days/hours
times. One of the benefits is that hobbies and social events can now be held in
the restaurant area Monday to Wednesday evenings and Monday during the
day. If you would like to book the area, please speak with Maria on reception.
And finally, I am sure you will join me in congratulating Rafael Marques on his
well-deserved promotion to Village Manager.

Sales & Marketing Director - Rangeford Villages

The Joy
of Music...
Music plays such an important
part in many people’s lives, and
some of our residents tell us how
significant it has been for them.
Because of music, whether
singing, playing or listening, it
can result in careers, meeting
interesting people, visiting a
variety of places and above all,
very special memories. Music
brings joy.

Did you know
we have a West
End star at
Wadswick Green?
David Clark:

The hard-working editorial team are Louise Anderson, Moyra Evans, Richard
Eales, Ron Spurgeon and Debbie Fellows. If you have an idea for an article, they
would love to hear from you.
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My career in music began when I
joined the church choir in Calne.
Encouraged by my motivational
choir master, I eventually became
head chorister and began to sing
solos. This led to performing
Shakespeare’s Songs at Blackwell’s

Music in Oxford and recording
plainsong with the monks of
Prinknash. I moved to Taunton
and joined the Queen’s College
Choral Society and the local
operatic society, where I had lead
roles in Gilbert & Sullivan and other
popular stage shows.
My passion for singing and
musical
theatre
developed
further at Guildford School of
Acting and my first professional
role was touring with The Water
Babies. I then joined the cast of
Phantom of the Opera, firstly in
the Manchester and Edinburgh
shows, then the London cast in
the role of Monsieur Firmin. 10
years of 8 shows a week (call me
a one-trick pony!) culminated
with the gala 25th anniversary
performance at the Royal Albert
Hall in October 2011.

Choir was based but also touring
around the UK and abroad.
I love church music, especially
Tudor, and I’m also very fond of
Rachmaninoff’s piano concertos.
I love pop music too, favourite
artists being Abba and Kate Bush,
who I was lucky enough to see on
stage in Bristol in 1979.

During a break in my acting career
I joined the London Philharmonic
Choir, singing some of the principal
symphonic repertoire, mainly at
the Royal Festival Hall where the
3
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John Wilson:
Throughout my life I have had a
keen interest in choral singing,
inspired and encouraged by
my mother who was a highly
accomplished piano accompanist,
organist and choir mistress.
Apart from being a permanent
member of the Wincanton Choral
Society I have sung with a number
of ad hoc choirs for performances
at special occasions, including
music festivals. More latterly I have
been interested in the somewhat
esoteric genre of Gregorian Chant.
What are the benefits of choral
singing? Firstly, to take part even
in just a rehearsal is an antidote
to stresses and demands of
everyday life. Secondly, a choir
is a great social leveller in that one
meets all sorts of people, some
very interesting.
For instance
at Wincanton one of my fellow
bass colleagues was, and still is,
a nationally renowned maker
of artisan cheese; another was
said to have been an ace RAF
bomber pilot. Thirdly, one can be
privileged to perform in the most
amazing venues.

Beryl Wells:
As a teenager I lived around the
corner from the EMI Studios in
west London and I used to go to
a nearby coffee bar frequented by
Buddy Holly, The Rolling Stones
and others. My brother was best
friends with Tony Meehan, who
was a drummer. He, and his
group The Shadows, plus singer
Cliff Richard, frequently came
round to practice in our kitchen!

Mike Anderson:
Singing takes you places. I studied
piano and organ whilst at Rugby
School and the first piece of
choral music that really made an
impression on me whilst there,
was Sanctus from Bach’s Mass
in B Minor. I joined a choir at
Rugby and have sung in choirs,
mostly small, ever since. I have
4

performed in some magnificent
venues including The Royal
Albert Hall, Bath Abbey, Exeter
Cathedral, Lincoln Cathedral,
Wells Cathedral, The Ashmolean
in Oxford and The Natural History
Museum. I also enjoyed choir
trips to Prague, Salzburg, Tuscany,
and China.
I have composed a number
of pieces of music, the most
successful of which won First
Prize at the Bristol Eisteddfod.
It was a composition for piano
and soprano set to the words of
an Emily Dickinson poem, The
May Wine.
As well as Bach, I particularly
like the composers Albéniz and
Richard Strauss. My favourite
choral pieces of music are Brahms’
Requiem and William Walton’s
Belshazzar’s Feast.

An example of the latter occurred
10 years ago at the Three Choirs
Festival at Hereford when I was
lucky enough to take part at the
end of the festival in a performance
of Vespers (Evensong) written
in the 13th century in honour of
the Cathedral’s patron saint, St
Ethelbert, and not performed for
over 450 years. The reception
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at the end of the concert from
the Bishop, Dean and all the
congregation was like winning
the FA Cup – ‘we must do this
again’ was the unanimous view
of performers and audience alike.
To send people home with joy
in their hearts is the real purpose
of choral singing whether it be in
village hall or mighty church.

Geraldine Bateman:
In 1970, when I was 18, I had
the amazing experience of
travelling to Berlin with the Kent
Youth Orchestra to represent
Great Britain in the International
Festival of Youth Orchestras
under the auspices of Herbert
Von Karajan, then the rather
flamboyant conductor of the
Berlin Philharmonic. It was my
first trip abroad and was such a
memorable experience to visit
Berlin, when the Wall was very
much in place. I can remember
being appalled at the sense of
desolation of the East, where it
seemed as though the War had
only just ended; there was virtually
nothing in the shops, in contrast
to the very affluent West Berlin.
There were eight orchestras
taking part in the Festival, plus
a “super” orchestra comprising
the very best musicians of all
competing orchestras, of which
I was not a part, but I distinctly
remember attending their concert
which was conducted by the
iconic Von Karajan, who was
very much a presence during the
whole Festival, in rehearsals and
the individual concerts. I revisited
Berlin in 2016 and could not
believe the vibrant, cosmopolitan
City it has become, with no
distinction between East and
West, apart from one remaining
section of the Wall which has
now become an art gallery
with extremely moving pictures
painted directly on to the Wall.
While I was at Bournemouth
College my friend persuaded me
to accompany her to a concert

at the Winter Gardens given by a
pop star called Elton John, who
I must admit I had never heard
of, but she convinced me he was
absolutely amazing, and he didn’t
disappoint. He bounded on to
the stage in a white sparkly suit
and vertiginous white platform
shoes, but his most amazing feat
was to perform handstands on
the piano keys whilst continuing
to play, a scene recreated in the
recently released film Rocket Man.
I can vouch for its authenticity as I
witnessed it being done!
I also saw the groups Jethro Tull,
with the flautist Ian Anderson who
performed on one leg, and the
Moody Blues, who in fact stopped
a group of us to ask direction to
the Winter Gardens on the day of
their concert.
It seemed it was all happening in
Bournemouth in the early 70’s
(after all, I was there!) and such
a contrast to my Berlin musical
experience.
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La Bamba – it was 55
years ago we saw a juke
box film of Spanish
dancers in national
costumes, and it
seemed magical to me
because it was in colour.
Kathie
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‘I Just Called to Say I
Love You’ How could
you forget that message?
Maureen and Keith

Adele’s ‘To Make You
Feel My Love’ is so
poignant, so moving.
Jeanette

Stella Worrall:
With 7 children under 10 between us,
my friend and I were ‘stay at home
Mums’ and restless with it. We both
played the piano indifferently, so
duets were a diversion but when the
eldest youngster came home from
school with a recorder we were
intrigued. It was about the time when
David Munrow was turning it into
an instrument for grown-ups and
awakening the world to Early Music.
We discovered that it came in
four voice ranges and also in a
renaissance and baroque form. It
certainly kept us happy competing
with each other through grade
exams and then on to exploring
other early instruments.
Meeting
like-minded
people
introduced us to the Early Music
Association
which
organises
courses and workshops running
chamber
groups
and
the
renaissance/baroque equivalent of
a modern orchestra. Instruments
such as cornets, sackbuts, viols,
shawms and curtals became our
music palette, and what a lot of fun
we had with it.
6

‘Jupiter, The Bringer of
Jollity’ from the Planets
always makes me smile
and was used for part
of the sound track of
Disney’s Fantasia.
Steve

‘Chariots of Fire’.
Remembering all
those times watching
my family striving for
sporting achievement.

‘I Want to Hold Your
June
Hand’ reminds me of
when I saw the Beatles in
their stretch limo on the
road outside my house!
Dolly Parton’s ‘I Will
How excited I was!
Always Love You’. It is
Lyn
a rare achievement to
have a song at number
‘Greensleeves’ was
1 twice, once in 1974
played on our first ever
and again in 1982.
stereo record player and
Ron
I have never forgotten
how wonderful it
sounded!
Jenny

‘We Shall Overcome
Some Day….’ It’s about
human rights, peace and
standing up for what you
believe in.
Sylvia

‘Catch a falling star and
put it in your pocket,
never let it fade away’.
How old were you in
1957 when Perry Como
first sang this song?
Moyra
7
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Wadswick
Watch

Wildlife at
Wadswick Green

by Judith Webb

Nearly
20
years
since,
we moved to a rural spot
midway between Salisbury
and Shaftesbury with a large
garden with old fruit trees and
neighbouring orchards, rolling
downs and babbling brooks.
And with all this, plenty of
wildlife of course (particularly
rabbits and pheasants).
It is almost three years since we
moved to Wadswick Green to be
a little nearer family and with less
work maintaining said garden
and ‘cute’ thatched cottage.
But what of the wildlife? The
builders hadn’t long moved on
and apart from the odd robin
and tits it was very stark (no
rabbits though).
What a difference a few
years make! Overlooking the
wooded area to the north of
Birch Close we can see and
hear not only the robin, but
wren, blackbird, thrush and
chaffinch. The tit family are
here in force: blue tit, great tit,
long-tailed tit and with them
often goldcrest, tree creeper
and nuthatch.

8
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Not spotted quite so often are
green woodpecker, greater
spotted woodpecker, mistle
thrush, fieldfare and redwing.
The jay was a colourful sight a
year or two since but not seen so
much recently, perhaps shooed
away by mapgies, which seem
to be on the increase.

Occasionally we catch sight of
a sparrow hawk slicing through
the courtyards, and buzzards
soaring in the air over the hill.
Geese and heron visit the pond
and of course the pheasants
venture near at times.
It’s not all birds though! Muntjac
deer hide in the bracken at the
base of the trees and roe deer
occasionally sally forth. Yes,
the rabbits are still around, but
not quite in the numbers we
were accustomed to chasing
away in our dressing gowns
before breakfast.
Up in the trees though is one
creature that would have given us
sleepless nights back in our ‘cute’
thatched cottage – the squirrel.
From our window overlooking
the tree tops, they give us
displays of their playfulness,
agility, grooming habits and
foraging habits.
All this life going on around us
makes all the difference to me
and I still feel in touch with nature.
The car parks, concrete and
glass are softened by nature’s
ability to survive and thrive if
given a chance.
This is my Wadswick Watch.
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Come Fly

with Alan Shepphard

10

I have been lucky in my life. I
had a long and very happy
marriage to Kath, the girl I met
when I was 17. I found myself
doing a job I loved and was
good at. My work took me
across the world. I met all sorts
of interesting people, many of
whom became firm friends.

sign up for longer service and to
undertake further training and
exams. Good advice! So while
waiting to start flying training I
joined a military police course,
which introduced me to RAF
law, rules and regulations, and
I was subsequently offered a
commission.

I was born in Liverpool in
1929 and grew up during the
depression years. After school
and three years at technical
college, I started work at a small
building firm owned by a distant
relative. I quickly learned the
trade, alternating every three
months between office and
building site. Apprenticed as
a carpenter, I qualified when I
was 21 and nearly seventy years
later still have the certificate to
prove it. This skill has stood
me in good stead ever since,
especially when I carried out
major extensions to our home.
I received my call-up papers
in 1950 and joined the RAF at
Padgate, near Warrington. I
tried to join aircrew, but just
failed the initial exam. I was
encouraged to have another
go, however, and six months
later I was successful, having
meantime brushed up on my
maths and science.

My first posting in 1951, as a
(non-flying) Pilot Officer, was
in the Suez Canal Zone. My
commission was confirmed in
July 1952.

Nearing the end of my National
Service, and uncertain about
what to do next, I was persuaded
by a supportive Flying Officer to

Further training
allowed me to
gain my wings
In 1953-54 I was airborne at last
flying a two-seater pistonengine Provost. As the years
went by, I gained more flying
hours, higher ranks and bigger
and bigger planes: Meteors,
Vampires (the RAF’s first twin
and single-seater jets), Hunter
Fighters (on which I flew
through the sound barrier for
the first time), Vulcan Bombers
and VC10s.
As I grew older, I realised that I
was soon likely to be transferred
to a desk-bound admin job,
which held few attractions for
me. No sooner had I started

to consider my options, when
the RAF announced a voluntary
redundancy scheme. Less than
a week later, Bahrain advertised
that they were looking for
British aircrew and engineers
to fly their recently acquired
VC10s. (I told you I was lucky!) I
applied for redundancy and the
new job in Bahrain and secured
both. I retired from the RAF on
30th June 1975 and joined Gulf
Air Bahrain the next day.
I flew with the airline for two
years when, together with
three other ex-RAF pilots, I was
asked to set up a unit operating
a Gulfstream business jet for
the use of the ruling family
and ministers. This was the
beginning of what became the
“Bahrain Royal Flight”, which by
the time I retired in 2002 had
blossomed to seven aircraft,
including two Boeing 747s.
I had initially intended to stay
for only five years in Bahrain
but the variety of routes and
interesting members of the
Royal Family and guests,
together with the splendid
accommodation, made it easy
to extend our stay. (The salary
of course had nothing to do
with it!) Kath fully agreed with
my decision, as she did with
most things in our marriage.
As I was the only member who
played golf, I spent a lot of time

with the then Crown Prince
on courses around the world,
meeting
many
interesting
people, including Mrs Thatcher,
a delightful lady, and President
George Bush Senior, for whom
I acted as golf caddie when he
visited Bahrain.
Of course one had to observe
protocol, which was no problem.
But it was put to the test when
dining with the Crown Prince
at the Le George Cinq Hotel in
Paris when, without warning,
he decided having completed
his main course that he had
had enough, stood up, bade us
good night and departed the
scene. Protocol required that
we leave also and, as a result, we
left without sampling the dessert
trollies! The then Crown Prince
is now King Hamad bin Isa Al
Khalifa, the ruler of Bahrain.
Kath and I came back to England
in 2002 and lived in Carterton,
Oxfordshire. After many more
happy years, we moved in 2016
to Wadswick Green, where I
was able to provide better care
for Kath in her last years. I have
kept in touch with Bahrain since
my retirement returning on six
occasions and meeting with all
levels of staff.
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Meet the team...
Housekeeping

village.
from the planters around the
You are welcome to pick herbs

Pea and
Lovage
Soup
(serves 4)

• Approx. 2.5kg peas in their pods
(or 900g/2lb podded or frozen),
plus 8 whole pods to decorate.
• 100g unsalted butter
• 175g spring onions
• 1 garlic clove, finely chopped
• 1½ lt vegetable stock
• 100g crème fraîche
• Bunch of lovage (about 10
sprigs), leaves picked
• Olive bread, thicklysliced, to serve

Method
1. Shell the peas, leaving 8 of the
best-looking ones whole.
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Melt half the butter in a large
pan, then gently cook the spring
onions and garlic with the lid on
for 5 mins, without colouring.
Add the stock, bring to the boil,
then add the peas and whole
pods and simmer for 2-3 mins
until tender.
2.Fish out the whole pods and
refresh under cold water. Tip in
the crème fraîche, lovage, and
blitz with a hand blender until
smooth. Season to taste. Leave
to cool, then chill in the fridge if
serving cold.
3. If you’re eating the soup hot,
bring to a gentle simmer but
don’t boil. To serve, ladle into
bowls, decorate each with a
whole, split pea pod and serve
with a stack of toasted olive
bread on the side.

The friendly Housekeeping
team carry out cleaning in the
communal areas across the
village. They can also provide
a paid service to help you
with cleaning chores in your
apartment, tailored to suit your
lifestyle and requirements.

We can also help you with
balcony floor cleaning and
one-off cleans, such as springcleans or a tidy up before the
family arrives at Christmas.

Concierge
and Reception
Maria on Reception is very
happy to assist you with booking
transport, events, housekeeping,
maintenance,
buggy
trips,
Concierge assistance and any
other aspects of your village life.
Your query will be directed to the
relevant person or department.
In addition to driving duties, the
Concierge team are on hand to
provide assistance with any day-today jobs you may need help with,
such as booking a cruise, moving a
heavy item, disposing of furniture,
technical assistance, booking
tickets, running errands, collecting
medication, posting mail, looking
after your property and plants while
you’re away, mattress-turning and
general site safety.

I’m 44 and I have lived in
Chippenham for 30 years
although I grew up in Southend,
Essex. Prior to working here I
worked at Hardenhuish School,
Chippenham as an invigilator,
cleaner
and
dinner
lady
supervisor and I still get former
pupils call out Hi Miss!
I’m very family orientated and love
working at WG especially when
grandchildren are visiting the
residents. It brings back very special
memories of my grand-parents.
We have a claim to fame in
our family which we are all
immensely proud of. The retired
actor, singer, film director Nick
Berry is my mum’s cousin and a
very nice family man he is too.

I grew up
in a small p
lace called
Bremhill ju
st outside
Calne, a
beautiful
small villa
ge where
everyone
knew every
one else.
Later in m
y life I m
oved to
Mancheste
r, returning
to Wiltshire
16 years a
go to look
after my
parents. I
have enjoy
ed gaining
experience
and qualifi
cations as
a Motorspo
rt Marshall a
nd also a
Rally Naviga
tor a
and driving s well as owning
my own Ba
nger
racing car. I
used to run
many
Marathons
including th
e
London Ma
rathon and
the
Great North
Run. I am n
ow
happy to be
a Housekee
per
at Wadswic
k Green.

The team reports to Dimitrij Zavgorodnij, Operations Manager.
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The Queen of Quizzing...
People say, “never
volunteer”, but I’m jolly
glad that I did. I once
offered to help out on
a quiz and thirty years
later I’m still compiling
questions and running quiz
nights. And I love it!
Following my first quiz, I was
persuaded to organise an annual
quiz in the Council Chamber;
about 100 people came along
each year. Each quiz had a
particular theme, such as “The
Oscars”, “Abba”, “The World
Cup” and “The Queen’s Golden
Jubilee.” The four questionmasters were required to dress
up in appropriate costume.
Believe it or not, I have appeared
as C-3PO (the robot from Star
Wars); as the lead cyclist in Le
Tour de France, clad in tightfitting lycra shorts which I have
vowed never to wear again
in public; as a bewigged and
platform-booted Agnetha from
Abba; and as the most gracious
of quiz questioners, HM The
Queen in full regalia. The theme
for each event was kept a close
secret to prevent any pre-quiz
research. Not that preparation
would have been of much help.
For instance, the Abba questions
8
14

were based on their song titles.
Those who thought “Waterloo”
might
have
suggested
something to do with railway
stations would have been on the
wrong track (!) They should have
mugged up on famous battles!
I have also run smaller quizzes
at home for family and friends
and my Anglo-French twinning
group. At a “Famous Couples”
event, Malcolm and I appeared
as Andy Capp and Flo. Our first
visitors, Anthony and Cleopatra,
thought they had come on the
wrong night and that a pint of
beer, fag, flat cap and curlers
were part of our normal attire!
I should say, at this point, that
Malcolm is my right-hand man
and rock.
He ensures that
everything runs smoothly on
the night, maintains a running
total of team scores, and, most
important, keeps me cheerful
and buoyed up when questionsetting is proving difficult, as it
often does.
In recent years the internet has
provided much welcome help in
devising questions and verifying
facts. It can have disadvantages,
though. On one (very rare!)
occasion when I made a mistake,

half a dozen teams approached
me brandishing their i-whatevers
to prove that I was wrong.
Though shorter than the other
quizzes I have run, the Wadswick
Green quiz takes just as much
time to prepare. The trick for all
questions is to tailor them to the
audience. They must not be so
hard that everybody is stumped
nor so easy that nobody can
be proud that he or she knows
the answer. There must be an
element of healthy competition.
It is also necessary to keep the
show running briskly along.
I look forward to seeing you
at the next popular Wadswick
Green quiz night in October!

Kathie’s Three Golden
Rules of Quizzing
1. My decision is final.
There are three types of answer:
correct, incorrect and Kathie’s,
and the third type always
trumps the other two.
2. No outside help is allowed.
Smartphones, carrier pigeons
and your very clever friends
are banned.
3. Everyone must have fun.
15
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Reading Groups

Wadswick Reading Groups
Monday Group

witty and wise. It is a pleasure to
have met him.

shallowness and typecasting of a
few of the characters.

7pm second Monday of the
month, Royal Arthur Room

Star rating HHHH

A Gentleman in Moscow

Ron Spurgeon
____________________________

Star rating HHH
Ron Spurgeon

by Amor Towles

A 500 page book about a Russian
nobleman sentenced by a
Bolshevik court in 1922 to life-long
house arrest in a Moscow hotel.
Doesn’t sound much fun, does it?
Yet this tale is sheer delight from
beginning to end.
The Metropol Hotel to which Count
Alexander Rostov is consigned is
no prison. With its customs and
routines, it is a world unto itself. A
continuous flow of people pass
through its lounges, restaurants
and ballrooms. Several characters
walk into Rostov’s life and enrich
it. They include a beautiful actress,
who swishes into the hotel with two
borzois in tow, and a precocious
and inquisitive child, Nina, who
has acquired a key – much used!
– that allows access to every
room and nook and cranny of the
hotel. Khrushchev puts in a brief
appearance. Stalin is a menacing
presence in the background.
Rostov is dispatched to a tiny room
on the top floor of the hotel but
adjusts easily to its tight confines.
He is determined to make the
best of things and of the people
he meets, including the hotel
staff, many of whom become his
friends and co-conspirators. He is
convinced that “by the smallness
of one’s actions one can restore
some sense of order to the world.”
The story develops effortlessly
with an amazing crispness and
lightness of touch. It is warmhearted and gentle with the
most amusing anecdotes and
occasional moments of high
farce. The horrors of war and the
Soviet purges are largely noises
off and are treated with ironic
understatement. The Count is a
wonderful creation: kind, gracious,

16
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(unanimous of course)

____________________________

Dark Circle by Linda Grant The Marrying of Chani
by Eve Harris
This story opens in 1949 in a post- Kaufman
war London scarred with bomb
sites and grey with austerity. The
focus then shifts to the Kent
countryside and the patients
and staff of a modern (NHS) TB
sanatorium, “The Gwendo.” At
that time, tuberculosis was a killer
disease with no “cure” but cold,
fresh air. Rumours are circulating,
however, about a miracle drug
from the United States that will
make all things well.
Although the sanatorium is a
cloistered world, it is peopled by a
wide mix of characters from across
the social and class spectrums.
The patients are bored, hacking
their lungs up and undergoing
painful procedures. They are all
scared of dying. Some are cowed
by the deference and submission
expected of them towards the
medical staff. But the balance of
power gradually starts to shift from
doctor to patient.
Against this grim background,
Grant brings her cast of characters,
and the interactions between them,
vividly to life. She also captures the
stigma that surrounded TB and
the prejudice shown towards the
handful of Jewish patients. But
this is not a gloomy book. It is shot
through with good humour and,
oddly, given the subject matter, it
is life affirming. For the patients,
food was not rationed and there
were plentiful supplies of cream
and bacon and other nourishing
and scarce foods.
The reading group found much
to enjoy in this book and assessed
it at the top end of ***. A full ****
might have been scored but for the

Nineteen-year-old Chani lives in an
ultra-orthodox and reclusive Jewish
community in London. In this closed
world, Chani has never had physical
contact with a man but is bound to
marry a relative stranger (Baruch)
whom she has met, formally, only
once or twice. Baruch also has only
limited experience of the outside
world. The Rabbi’s wife (Rivka)
teaches Chani what it means to be a
Jewish wife, but her own marriage is
unravelling as she and her husband
have drifted apart. The Rabbi’s
attitude to life has fossilised: he is no
longer the kind and open-minded
person Rivka first met in Israel.
Some of us felt the book was too
long and others were disappointed
by its slightly ambiguous ending.
But most were glad to have read it.
The descriptions of Jewish culture,
customs and practice admitted us
to a strange and wholly different
way of life. The story bubbles
with humour in its depiction
of the anxieties and challenges
of an arranged marriage. The
growing
affection
between
Chani and Baruch, and Rivka’s
moving story, are recounted
with great tenderness and with
wit. We especially enjoyed the
machinations and slyness of the
matchmaker as she seeks to
earn her fee by uniting two very
different families and reconciling
Baruch’s snobbish and socialclimbing mother to the fact that
her son has tender feelings for a girl
from a lower social class.

Star rating HHH
Ron Spurgeon
____________________________

Tuesday Group
7pm second Tuesday of the
month, Royal Arthur Room

Munich

by Robert Harris

London, late September 1938.
Trenches are being dug in Green
Park. Children are being fitted with
gas masks. Hitler is set to invade
Czechoslovakia to reclaim lost
German territory. Chamberlain
is equally determined to prevent
another war. The forthcoming
conference at Munich offers the
last chance for peace.
The story of Munich and its
outcome are well known. To
breathe new life into his account,
Harris introduces two fictional
characters: Hugh Legat, a civil
servant in Chamberlain’s private
office; and Paul Hartmann, an
official in the German foreign
ministry and a member of an antiHitler conspiracy. Great friends at
Oxford six years earlier, the two
men are now on opposite sides
as members of their respective
delegations.
This plot device
enables us to sit around the
negotiating table and eavesdrop on
conversations and the skulduggery
taking place in the corners and
corridors of power. The tension is
ratcheted up by the fact that Legat
wants the negotiations to succeed
and Hartmann wants them to fail
in order to trigger a planned strike
against Hitler.
There were many things we
liked about this book. It captures
the mood of the times and the
suspicion and fear of the Nazi
machine. The leading figures are
brought to life in a few words. Hitler
was “compellingly nondescript”
and had the body odour of a “man
who had not bathed or changed
his shirt in a week”. Chamberlain is
a dour, tough, wise man doing his
best to avert war and give Britain
time to re-arm.
Most of us thought that the book
was a very good read, although
some doubts were expressed about
the plausibility of the plot twists.

Star rating HHH
Richard Eales
____________________________

How to Measure a Cow
By Margaret Foster

“Measure from the shoulder to the

second joint on the tail” Nancy
Armstrong tells her enigmatic
neighbour, Sarah Scott, in the
final book from the novelist
and biographer. This offbeat
information sticks oddly in Sarah’s
mind signalling one authentic
exchange in a life that is mostly a
lie. For Sarah Scott exists only as
the alias of Tara Fraser who, having
served an eleven-year prison
sentence for a violent crime,
has come north to escape her
past. Nancy is the curmudgeonly
widow across the street, a curtaintwitcher patrolling her boundaries.
“I keep myself to myself” is Nancy’s
stock phrase. She makes an
exception for Sarah.
Tara’s character reveals its
impetuous, self-willed energies,
its vindictive capacity to lash
out and stage a scene. She had
always been a dangerous person
she declares to the flabbergasted
Nancy. “I’m full of lies and I’m
sorry”. Sponging and revenging
herself on her three middle class
London friends, Tara reverts to a
version of her true self. I found the
gossipier friends and their spouses
rather an allegorical bunch but we
never fully grasp Tara’s character.
She remains at once vulnerable
and predatory: even in its closing
moments, the narrative sheds light
on her un-mothered childhood.
This was an interesting read but
perhaps not one of the best of
Margaret Forster’s novels. While its
themes recall or duplicate earlier
writing, the portrait of a stigmatised,
headstrong and fractured woman is
compelling, the narrative is taut and
suspenseful, the characterisation
complex and dynamic.

Star rating HHH
Marilyn McGee
____________________________

The Music Shop
By Rachel Joyce

The main messages that came
through in this novel were the
power of music, the strength of
community working together,
and the tensions, excitement and
longing of a love story.
It was the 1980s and Frank sold vinyl
records in his shop and refused to
engage with anything modern like
CDs. Our book group understood
his point of view but felt they
would want to tidy up both him
and his shop. They liked the feel
of the community, despite its run-
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downness and were impressed
with Frank’s knowledge of music
and how he was able to enthuse
others with his obvious love of it,
which it seemed came from his
rather unconventional mother. For
instance, even when he was a small
boy she insisted that he should lie
on the floor to listen to music, one
of her favourites being Vivaldi’s
Four Seasons. The story introduces
several pieces of music which were
able to transport the listener from
their humdrum existence at the
time and then to stay with them ‘in
their hearts’ for ever.
Then Ilse arrived in the story and
made herself known by fainting
– from lack of food apparently –
outside Frank’s shop and from then
on the story blossomed into the ‘will
they –won’t they’ get together and
in the end they did! The story was
liked by all and was given three stars.

Star rating HHH
Moyra Evans
____________________________

The Shepherd’s Life A Tale of the Lake District
by James Rebanks

This is an autobiography of a
shepherd whose family had been
sheep farmers in the Lake District
for many generations. From an
early age he loves the land and
working with and learning from
his grandfather. He enjoys the
challenging and rewarding nature
of working through the seasons
with Herdwick sheep and he
is content in his early life to be
working on the farm.
However, it comes as a surprise to
him to find that other people do
not seem to value his way of life. So
after not being interested in school
work he later decides to apply to
Oxford University where he gains an
excellent degree which he uses to
combine with his farming experience
and knowledge to become an ‘expert
adviser’ to the UNESCO World
Heritage Centre in Paris.
His grandfather and father were
very influential in his life and he
absorbed the values they held
and passed them on to his own
children. He believed very strongly
in the ‘farming way of life’ and the
importance of working the land in
many parts of the world.

Star rating HHH
June Game
____________________________
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Tolerate (4)
Serious collision (5-2)
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component (8)
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person (8)
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Who wrote it? What was the poem called?
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Solutions to this issue’s puzzles
Sudoku Medium No.311

Solutions for crossword puzzle:

Across: 9 Upper case, 10 Motto, 11 Thigh, 12 Yardstick, 13 Abnormal, 14 Bungle, 15 Cosy,
17 Edits, 19 Prep, 22 Summon, 23 Armchair, 25 Imbroglio, 27 Oared, 29 Laden, 30 Mesmerism.
Down: 1 Oust, 2 Option, 3 Archery, 4 Maryland, 5 Bear, 6 Smash-up, 7 Stringer, 8 Bookkeeper,
13 Accessible, 16 Somebody, 18 Tortoise, 20 Cologne, 21 October, 24 Afraid, 26 Lame, 28 Dime.

Solution to chess puzzle: 1. White queen takes black knight on f8 check; Black rook takes

Teach me half the gladness That your brain must know, Such harmonious madness From my lips would flow
The world should listen then, as I am listening now!
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white queen; 2. White rook on h1 takes black pawn on h7 check; Black king takes white rook;
3. White rook on d1 to h1 checkmate.
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Solution to poetry puzzle: To a Skylark by Percy Bysshe Shelley 1792-1822
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RETIREMENT VILLAGE

Assisted
Living
for
paid *
1 year

Your life, your way, with a little help
Life at Wadswick Green Village surrounded
by stunning countryside
There is so much on offer at Wadswick Green, from the
chauffeur driven trips and concierge services to clubs and
hobby groups. Use the swimming pool or have friends
over for lunch in The Greenhouse - there will always be
something to keep you busy.
Our flexible Assisted Living services can get you up and
about, ready to take part in as much or as little as you like.

ASSISTED LIVING SERVICE
Paid for One Year*
• Daily lunch in The Greenhouse
• Companionship in your home, to
a social activity or an appointment
• Housekeeping and laundry services
• Personal Care available at an extra cost

1 BED APARTMENTs from £229,950

Call us on 01225 584 500

or email sales@wadswickgreen.co.uk
Wadswick Green, Corsham, Wiltshire SN13 9RD

www.wadswickgreen.co.uk

* Terms and conditions apply. Prices correct at the time of publication. Other charges apply, please ask for details.

